Temporal changes in open-field activity following progressive lesions of entorhinal cortex: evidence for enhanced recovery.
Simultaneous bilateral lesions of the entorhinal cortex typically result in an increase in locomotor activity followed by a decline toward control levels. The present investigation evaluated the effects of "progressive" or "serial" entorhinal lesions on open-field activity. Progressive lesions were made by destroying either the medial or lateral portion of entorhinal cortex bilaterally during one operation and then destroying the remaining portion 11-15 days later. By contrast, serial lesions were made by destroying the entorhinal cortex totally on one side during one operation and then destroying the contralateral side 15 days later. Progressive lesions enhanced the rate and extent of the decline in activity, whereas serial lesions did not. Interoperative testing experience did not appreciably alter the pattern of changes in activity following either type of lesion. The present results indicate that progressive (but not serial) lesions of entorhinal cortex enhance behavioral recovery, and that the degree of recovery following such lesions may be related to the spatial and temporal pattern of sprouting in the hippocampus.